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ABSTRACT: Benign (Jessners) lymphocytic infiltration of the skin is a chronic, benign T-cell 

infiltrative disorder, usually manifesting as erythematous papules or plaques on the face, neck and 

back. We report the case of a 30- year – old female, who presented with erythematous papules and 

plaques on face, upper back, front of chest, of 4 months duration and erythematous plaque on both 

dorsa of hand and Fore arms of 1 month duration. Skin biopsy confirmed the diagnosis of jessner’s 

lymphocytic infiltration of the skin. The evolution was favorable with hydroxy chloroquine.  
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INTRODUCTION: Jessner’s (benign) lymphocytic infiltration of the skin (JLIS) is a skin condition of 

unknown aetiology characterized by erythematous papules and plaques located on the head, neck 

and upper back. The eruption resolves spontaneously after months or a few years but can recur for 

several years. A variety of empirical treatments has been tried with limited success. Here we report a 

case of jessners lymphocytic infiltration of skin successfully treated with hydroxyl chloroquine.  

 

CASE REPORT: A 30 Year old female presented with history of erythematous papules and plaques on 

the on face, upper back, front of chest, of 4 months duration and erythematous plaque on both dorsa 

of hand and forearm of 4 month duration. The present complaint started as small erythematous 

lesion 0. 5 cm size on the fore head, nose, upper back followed by involvement of dorsa fore arms and 

hands. There is history of increased erythema and burning sensation on exposure to sunlight. There 

is no history of oral ulcers, arthralgia. No history of aggravation with intake of spicy foods & alcohol. 

No history of loss of weight & loss of appetite. No history of similar complaints in the past. No history 

of diabetes mellitus, hypertension, jaundice & psoriasis.  

She is moderately built & moderately nourished, no cyanosis, no clubbing, no jaundice, no 

generalized lymphadenopathy.  

Cutaneous examination (Fig. 1-a, b, c) showed well defined erythematous infiltrated plaque, 

few erythematous papules and plaques over the fore head, nose upper back, dorsa of forearm and 

hands. Oral cavity, nails, palms & soles were normal.  
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Differential diagnosis of tumid DLE, Jessners lymphocytic infiltration of the skin, polymorphic 

light eruption, sarcoidosis and rosacea were considered.  

Haematological investigations, renal, liver & thyroid function tests, borrelia serology, 

screening for ANA was done. All are with in normal limits. Skin biopsy was taken.  

Histopathological findings (Fig. 2 10x&40x), Epidermis shows focal thinning. Basal layer 

intact. There is oedema in papillary and upper dermis and congested vessels. There are foci of 

peirvascular dense lymphoid aggregates and occasional plasma cells. Vascular channels appear to be 

proliferated with prominent endothelial cells. Collagen in the upper and mid dermis appear swollen 

and edematous.  
 

                  
 

 

 

Fig. 1-a, b, c- erythematous papules plaques 
over face, upper back and dorsum of hands 

Fig. 2: 10x-congestion and odema of blood 
vessels in dermis, swollen collagen fibers 

Fig. 2: 40x – perivascular lymphocytic 

collection, focal proliferation of blood vessels 
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Direct immunoflurosence negative. 

Mantoux – 7 mm induration. 

Chest x ray was normal. 

 

Basing on history, clinical features and histopathological findings diagnosis of jessners 

(benign) lymphocytic infiltration of the skin was made.  

After confirming the diagnosis, we put the patient on Tab. Hydroxy chloroquine 200 mg BID 

tapered over a period of 6 weeks along with topical sunscreen.  

Skin lesions subsided after 6 weeks treatment (Fig. 3). Treatment was stopped and the 

patient was followed up for 1 year. There was no recurrence of the lesions till now.  

 

           
 
 

 

DISCUSSION: JLIS, described by Jessner & Kanof in 1953,(1) is known as a benign chronic T-cell 

infiltrative disorder with lesions persisting for several months or years. Spontaneous remission may 

be seen, but JLIS has a tendency to relapse.  

The incidence of JLIS is unknown, but it is considered uncommon. It mostly affects middle-

aged adults, with equal incidence in men and women, and very rarely occurs in children.(2,3) Familial 

occurrence has been described in the literature.(4,5) In our case patient is an middle aged female 

presenting for the first time.  

JLIS is characterized by single or multiple erythematous papules or plaques and, less 

commonly, nodules, typically localized on the face, neck, chest, arms and upper back.(3) Our case also 

presented with similar features.  

Sometimes an arciform configuration with central clearing is seen. Usually the lesions are 

asymptomatic, but they can be itching or burning. The relationship to sun exposure is variable and 

there is no regional variation in incidence.(3) In our case history of aggravation on exposure to 

sunlight is present.  

Fig. 3: Before Treatment  Fig. 3: After Treatment  
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Whether JLIS is a separate entity, or belongs to the disease spectrum of cutaneous lupus 

erythematosus or polymorphous light eruption is still a matter of debate, since clinical and 

histopathological features may overlap in particular with lupus erythematosus tumidus. Recent 

comprehensive studies conclude that these two conditions share more similarities than 

differences.(2,6) A few cases related to Borrelia burgdorferi infection or drugs have been reported.(7,8) 

Also, a few cases have been ascribed to contact allergy.(9)  

Histopathologically JLIS is characterized by a superficial and deep, primarily perivascular, 

sleeve-like lymphocytic dermal infiltrate with a predominance of small mature polyclonal 

lymphocytes and without epidermal involvement.(2,10) Deposits of mucin in the reticular dermis have 

been described.(6) However, other authors have been unable to demonstrate mucin in JLIS.(2,11) in our 

case histopathology is in corelation with previous studies.  

A variety of treatments has been tried, with variable, and often limited, success, including 

topical, intra-lesional or systemic corticosteroids, antimalarials, thalidomide, tetracyclines, 

cryotherapy and photo-protection. A few cases of successful treatment with dapsone, auranofin, and 

chemotherapy have been reported.(12–14)  

In our case there was good response to hydroxy chloroquine 200mg bid, this is in concurance 

with previous studies.(15),(16) Treatment with anti- malarials is usually effective in case with 

photosensitivity (Adamski et al. 2002).(17) In our case the evolution case is favourable with anti- 

malarials 

Patient is under remission after 6 weeks. 1 year follow up was done, there were no 

recurrences. Prognosis is good, because lymphocytic infiltration of skin resolves spontaneously.  
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